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1. 
We are concerned in this paper with the asymptotic expansion of solutions 
of the second order equation 
M[y]=-y”+qy=rly on [O,oo] te-$ , 
( ) 
(1.1) 
where I =,u + iv is a complex parameter. The basic conditions to be satisfied 
by the coefficient q are 
(i) q is real-valued and continuous on [0, CQ); 
(ii) for some index p in the range 1 <p < CD 
4 6C L’(O, 00) (1 < r < p> but qEL’(O,oo) (p<r<oo); (1.2) 
(iii) lim q(x) = 0. (1.3) x-rm 
Condition (1.2) ensures that q E I(0, x) for all X > 0 so that the differential 
equation (1.1) is regular on each compact sub-interval [0,X] for all X > 0, 
and so has only co as a singular point; for this terminology see [9, Sect. 
15.11. The general theory of the differential equation (1. l), in the context of 
eigenfunction expansions and the L’(O, co) function space, may be found in 
the now classic book by Titchmarsh [ Ill. 
The asymptotic nature of the solutions of (1.1 ), for fixed A and large 
values of the independent variable x, have been studied by many writers. We 
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mention here in particular the results obtained by Atkinson [ 1, 2); Bellman 
13, Chap. 61; Coppel [4, Chap. IV, Sect. 41; Eastham [5, Chap. 31; Hartman 
[7, Chap. XI; 81; Naimark [9, Chap. VII, Sect. 221; Titchmarsh [ 11, Chap. 
V, Sects. 5.6 and 5.71; Wintner [ 13, 141; Coddington and Levinson [16, 
Chap. 3, Sect. 81. We shall refer again to some of these sources in later 
sections. 
Our object is to find asymptotic expansions of solutions of (1.1) in the 
neighbourhood of co, where the solutions are analytic functions in the 
parameter A and where the error term in the expansion is uniformly small in 
certain unbounded regions of the complex k plane. 
We are particularly interested in the case when q is of the form 
d-v) = 
A 
(x + 1)4 
(x E 10, =)I), (1.4) 
where A is a non-zero real number and /I satisfies the condition 0 </I < 1. 
Also the case when the coefficient q is perturbed away from (1.4) and is of 
the form 
q(x) = (wy: l)D + r(x) (x E lo3 co)) (1.5) 
with A and /I as before, and r is real valued on [0, co) and r E L(0, co). Such 
cases of q are important in the theory of eigenfunction expansions associated 
with (1.1); see [ 111. Some special examples of (1.1) when q is of the form 
(1.5) have been discussed by the authors in [6]. 
We outline the contents of the paper. 
In Section 2 we make some definitions and give the unbounded domains in 
the complex plane C for which the asymptotic expansions are defined. In 
Section 3 we consider some integral equations which are equivalent to the 
differential equation (1. I ). The fundamental terms 
exp [ fi r ((A - q(t))‘/’ dl] 
-a 
are considered in Section 4 and their asymptotic form is obtained. In Section 
5 we derive the asymptotic nature of the “small” solution v/*, and in Section 
6 of the “large” solution ops of (1.1). The asymptotic form of the derivatives 
is obtained in Section 7. In Section 8 we gather together the conditions 
required on the coefficient q for these results to hold. 
In Section 9 we make a brief remark about the asymptotic nature of the 
solutions of (1.1) when ,l is real and positive. 
There is a remark in Section 10 on the application of these asymptotic 
expansions to obtaining information about the spectrum of boundary value 
problems in L’(O, co), associated with the differential equation (1.1). 
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In Section 11 we consider an application of the previous results to finding 
asymptotic forms of the solutions of the differential equation 
-Y”+QY=lY on 10, m), (1.6) 
where Q = q + r, q satisfies the previous conditions and r E L(0, co). 
Finally in Section 12 we consider some examples. 
In all these results the origin of the complex plane appears as a singular 
point in the search for uniformly valid asymptotic expansions and has to be 
excluded from the domains of the plane for which the expansions hold. This 
is an essential feature of the problem as is shown by the simplest case of 
(l.l), when q(x)=0 (xE [0, co)). 
We have not stated the results, which follow, formally in a theorem as 
there are a number of definitions and conditions which would make the 
statement of such a theorem lengthy. Thus it seems helpful to say here that 
the theme of the paper is the search for the asymptotic forms of solutions 
w(., L) and p(., 1) of the differential equation (1. l), where we have followed 
the notation in the book by Titchmarsh [ 111, letting v denote the “small” or 
L*(O, co) solution and v, the “large” solution of the differential equation 
(1.1). In this respect we note that the conditions on q, given above, imply 
that the differential equation (1.1) is limit-point at co and so has at most one 
linearly independent solution in L*(O, co); see [ 11, Sects. 2.1, 2.19, and 
2.20). 
2. 
Before stating the results to be proved we make some definitions. 
Given any real number 6 satisfying 0 < 6 < 1 we define C, and U6 as the 
following regions of the complex plane C: 
C,={1EC:(~1>,6andO~arg~<272}, (2.1) 
U, = {A E C: ]A] > 6 and 1& (6, a~)}. (2.2) 
We note that C, is closed and that CJ&, as the interior of C,, is open; also 
that by choosing 6 small enough we can include any point of C not on the 
real positive axis, in C,. 
Also given 6 as above we define a = a(6) > 0, recalling property (1.3) of 
q, as the minimum of all non-negative numbers b such that Iq(x)( < jS for all 
x E [b, co); it is clear from the continuity of q and (1.3) that a(6) is well 
defined and 
Is( G 4s (x -5 I49 Co)). (2.3) 
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We define the function (.)“* on the plane C cut from 0 to co by 
0 < arg 1rf2 < x when 0 < arg 1 < 27~; (2.4) 
similarly for (=)1’4, i.e.. 0 < arg 1’l4 < $r. We note that 
im ~I.:2 > 0 @ E U,)* (2.5) 
For each x E [a(6), co) the functions (,I - q(x))“’ and (A - q(x))‘14 (A E C’,) 
are analytic on C, and regular on U,. Also 
(A - q(x)\ > 48 and im(,I - q(x)“’ > 0 (x E [a(6), 00); A E U,); P-6) 
the second result follows since q is real valued on [0, co). 
Finally we define the function & on [a(6), co) x C, by 
&(x, A) = (” (/I - q(t))“’ dt (x E [a(d), co); L E C,). (2.7) 
U(6) 
We note that for each x E [a(6), co) the function &(x, a) is regular on CJ, 
and that 
im &(x, A) > 0 (x E [a@), al); L E U,). 
3. 
In this section we make an application of the Liouville transformation to 
the differential equation (1.1); see [ 12, Sect. 22.261 and [5, Sect. 3.9 and 
Example 3.91. For this purpose we need the following additional condition 
on the coefftcient q: 
(iv> q has a continuous econd derivative on [0, co). 
We write a for a(6) unless the latter notation is necessary. 
Let cs on [a, co) x C, be a solution of the integral equation 
C&(x, 1) = exp[f&(x, A)] 
(3.1) 
+ I b sin{<&, A)- T&G A)/ R(t, 1) CA& A) & (3.2) x 
where b E [a, co) and R on [a, co ) x C, is defined by 
R(t* n) = - 
s”(t) 5 ww 1 1 4(J - q(t)) + 16(A - q(t))’ * (A - q(t))“’ ’ (3.3) 
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Then, as shown in [ 12, Sect. 22.261, if we define y on [a, co) X C, by 
Mx, A) 
Yb A) = (1 _ q(x))“” (3.4) 
this y is a solution of M[ y] = Ly on [a, 00) x C,. Moreover if &,(x, .) is 
regular on U, then y(x, .) will be regular on CJ,. 
From the definition (3.3) of R we see that K(t, .) is regular on Ua for each 
t E [a. co); also exp[fit;(x .) is regular on U,. From this and the type of 
analysis given in [ 11, Sect. 1.5) it follows that for any b E [a, a) the 
integral equation has a unique solution & such that &(x, a) is regular on U,. 
We need also to consider the solution of (3.2) when b = co, in which case 
we replace < by q, and for this purpose we require the final additional 
condition on the coefficient 4: 
(VI (3.5) 
From this and from the first part of (2.6) it follows that there is a positive 
number K(S), which depends only on 6. such that 
If we take the positive sign in (3.2) and put b = co then we have to 
consider solutions of 
+ I m sinit&, A> - 5&, A)} WC 1)aa(f, A) dt (3.7) x 
on [a, co) x C,. With the uniform bound for the integral of R, as given in 
(3.6), we may adapt the analysis in [ 12, Sect. 22.261 to prove that (3.7) has 
a unique solution q6 such that qs(x, +) is regular in U, for each x E [a, to). 
To see this write @(x.1) = ~s(x,A)exp[-i<s(x,A)] and (3.7) becomes, on 
[a, 0) x c,, 
where,ona<x<t<co andC, 
(3.8) 
K(X,l,A)=fi 11 -exp [2i[~(A-q)1i2]/ R(t.A). 
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Now from the second part of (2.6) we see that 
and so for all x E [a, co) and all L E C, 
(3.9) 
We now follow the technique of solution by iteration given in [ 12. Sect. 
22.261 in order to obtain a solution of (3.8), i.e., on [a, co) x C, 
and 
@Jx, A) = 1 + 
I 
m K(x, t, A) Qn- ,(t, A) dt (n > 1). 
x 
From the theorem given in [ 10, Sect. 2.841 and the uniform bound (3.9) 
above, it follows that the sequence {@,; n > O} is well defined on 
[a, co) x C, and that @,(x, -) is analytic on C, and regular on U, for each 
x E [a, co) and n > 0. For any compact set K of U, we see, following the 
same analysis as in [ 121, that the sequence { Qn; n > 0) converges to @ (say) 
on [a, co) x K and for each x E [a, co) the sequerke (@,,(x, e); n > O} 
converges uniformly on K, i.e., @(x, -) is regular on K and so is regular on 
U,. Also it follows, as in [ 121, that 
I @(x3 4 G expW:(d)l < CQ (XE [a, oo);AE C,). (3.10) 
From the theorem of dominated convergence it then follows that @ is the 
required solution of (3.8) and this in turn gives the required solution qs of 
(3.7) with the properties stated. 
4. 
In this section we consider the asymptotic nature of exp[*i<,(.,J)] in the 
neighbourhood of co. 
We first define the integer N > 0 by 
(I e L”(0, al) (n = 1,2 ,...) N) but q E LN+‘(O, co). (4.1) 
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In view of conditions (i)-(iii) on q given in Section I above the integer N is 
uniquely determined and satisfies the inequalities p - 1 < N <p, where p is 
given in (1.2). Note that the first property in (4.1) is to be ignored if N= 0, 
i.e., if q E L(0, co). 
From a consideration of Cauchy’s integral formula, see [ 10, Sects. 2.4 and 
2.411, and with the determination of (a)“’ given in (2.4) we have for 
N = 0. 1, 2,... 
N 
(1 - 2)‘/2 = x “zcII(-z)n + E,(z) (lzl Gi>* (4.2) 
n=O 
where “‘C n is the binomial coeffkient and 
E,.(~) = Z\fl i 
(1 - w)“2 
27ri _ lwl=3/1 w 
NC yw _ z) dw, 
I.e., 
I E,&,(z)1 < KN ) z I.“‘+ ’ (lzl < f). (4.3) 
Here KA, depends only on N. We note that EN(.) is regular on 
(zEC:lzl <j). 
From (4.2) we then obtain, see (2.1 and 2.3), 
(1 - q(t))“2 = A’/2 . Ii0 ‘Wn (-y”+E,sr(y) 1 
(fE [a,co>;~EC,), 
i.e., 
c&(x, 1) = A”* 
I 
-G (-1)” “%,A-” 
EO 
J-Iq. +/;E*(+)) dfl , (4.4) 
where all terms on the right-hand side are analytic on C, and regular on U,. 
From (4.3) we have 
IE,,,(IZ-‘q(t))/ < kcN+ “K,,, Iq(t)l”+ ’ 
and so from (4.1) 
I 
a, 
EN@ - ‘q(f)) df (4.5 ) 
O(6) 
is uniformly convergent on any compact subset K of U,. Thus from the 
result of [ 10, Sect. 2.841 it follows that the integral in (4.5) represents a 
function analytic on C, and regular on U,. 
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Consider now exp[&]. We have from (4.4) 
exp[i&(x, A)] = exp iA”* . Jm E,(1-‘q)] exp[i(x - a) A”*] 
O(S) 
(4.6) 
valid for all x E [a, co) and A E C,. The first factor on the right-hand side is 
independent of x on [a, co) but is analytic on C, and regular on U,. The Lr 
factor, which is to be ignored if N= 0, is regular on U,. The last factor 
yields, see result above (4.5), 
ew [ J 
--iA’/* . mEN(A-lq(f))dt = 1 + 0 ]A(-(*‘+“*) 
x 
] ( J: Iql”+‘) 
= 1 +o (Qq]““) 
= 1 + o(1) @‘co), 
where the term o(l) is uniformly small, as x + co, for all I E C,. 
The results (4.6 and 4.7) give the asymptotic form of exp[i<,]. The precise 
nature of the terms in (4.6) for large x is determined by the choice of L and 
the behaviour of the integrals +fi q”. For I = f 1 and N = 1 or 2 results of a 
similar nature may be found in [2; 3, Chap. 6, Sects. 12-20; 4, Chap. IV, 
Sect. 4; 8, Part II; 13; 14, p. 641. 
There is a similar asymptotic expansion, with a uniformly small error 
term, for exp[-it,] which can be obtained form (4.6 and 4.7) by changing i
to -i. 
In the case when q has the explicit form (1.4) we find that the integer N is 
determined by the inequalities 0 < 1 - p < Np < 1. If we suppose p chosen so 
that Np < 1 then for n = 1, 2,..., N 
(ff 1))“%=A” [” :‘;;““]“, (4.8) 
and the individual terms of (4.6) become more definite in their behaviour for 
large x. 
Two special cases are worth mentioning in view oft the examples 
considered in [6 ] and Section 12 below. If /I = 3 then N = 1 and there is just 
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one term of the form given in (4.8). If p = 4 then N = 2 and N/3 = 1 and the 
terms in (4.6) take the form 
A [2(t + l)*q; and A2[log(t + I)];. (4.9) 
We may use the asymptotic expansions (4.6 and 4.7) to prove, in the 
general case, that 
exp[it,(., A)] E L’(O, 00) (1 E U6,) (4.10) 
and 
(A E U,). (4.11) 
To prove (4.10) we note that if A E U, then im AlI2 > 0, i.e., if AlI2 = u + is 
then 7 > 0. We then have 
lexp[i(x - a) A”2]I = exp[-r(x -a)]. 
Recalling that q is bounded on [0, co) we see that the n factor in (4.6) 
satisfies, for all x E [a, co), 
where K, and K are positive numbers which depend on 1. Thus there is a 
positive number L, depending on 1, such that 
IevliMx~ 111 
< L exp 
< L exp -r(x - a) 
= L exp[-r(x - a){ 1 
since with q + 0 at co 
1 TX, 
(4.12) 
1+ (x E(a, )) 
f o(l)11 
-J 19l= 41) x-a D (x + al). 
It is clear that (4.10) follows from (4.12). 
The proof of (4.11) is similar and is omitted. 
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5. 
We now turn to the asymptotic expansion of solutions of Eq. (l.l), i.e., 
M[ y] = ky on ]O, co). 
Returning to the integral equation (3.7) we see that on [a(6), co) X C, 
V&G 4 = exp[X&, 41 @(x, 4, (5.1) 
where @ is the solution of (3.8). Now define ‘//a on [a, co) X C, by 
v&G 1) = { (1 - 4(xP4 I- ‘rla(x, 1) (5.2) 
so that from the remarks made in Section 3 IJI~(., A) is a solution of 
M[ J’] = Ay on [a, co); we also note that for each x E [a, co) this solution 
~l/~(x, .) is regular in U,. 
From (3.8 and 3.10) it follows that on [a, co) x C, 
i.e., 
@(x,A)= 1+0(1) (-Y -+ 03 1, (5.3) 
where the o(1) terms tend uniformly to zero on C,. This coupled with 
lim q = 0 at co gives, from (5.2), 
va(x, Jj = 1-‘14 exp[it,(x, A)]{1 + o(l)} (x+ co), (5.4) 
where again the error term is uniformly small for all A E C,. The complete 
asymptotic form of vs may then be obtained from (5.4) and (4.6 and 4.7). 
We note from (5.4) and (4.10) that 
6. 
Now consider the integral equation (3.2) for a finite number b > a(6) and 
where we take the negative sign in the exponential term on the right-hand 
side, i.e., on [b, m) x C,, 
L&G lj = exp[-&Ax, A)] 
- : sin(Mt, A) - &(x, A)} R(t, A) &(t, A) dt. 
I 
(6.1) 
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Choose b > a so that (note b E b(6) also depends on 6) 
I mIR(f,l)ldf<$ (A E Cd (6.2) b 
this being possible from the explicit form (3.3) of R and the condition (3.5) 
on q. Note that b is independent of I but will, in general, depend on 6 since 
Q = a(6) depends on 6. 
Now write !P(x, A) = &(x, A) exp[i&(x, A)] on [b, co) x C, and (6.1) 
becomes 
From the remarks made in the paragraph following (3.4) we have cs(x, .), 
and hence Y(x, .), regular in U, for each x f [b, co). We now have to 
determine the behaviour of !P(x, A), for large x, from (6.3). It is convenient o 
follow the analysis in [ 15, Sect. 31. 
Let A4 be defined by 
M=sup{(‘P(x,A)(:xE [b,co)andIEC,} 
so that 0 < Mg 03. Using the second part of (2.6) we obtain from (6.3) 




<1+$M (from (6.2)), 
i.e., M is finite and 0 < M < 2. 
Consider the integral term on the right of (6.3). We have for the first part 




= g(d) (say), (6.4) 
where g(.) is analytic on C, and regular in lJa; this follows from the result in 
[lo, Sect. 2.841. 
Consider now the second part of the integral in (6.3). If A E U, then 
v = im A > 0 and it is possible to show, from continuity arguments. that there 
is a positive number K(A), which depends on A, such that 
im(A - q(l))“* > K(i) > 0 (I E [b. co)), 




X (A - 4)“’ > (x - t) K(A) (b<t<x< co). (6.5) 
t 
Given any E > 0 we can find X E X(E) > b such that 
<; ~slR(t,d)Y(t,d)ldt=fMI’IIR(l,d)ldt<fE (x>X). 
-x -X 
From (6.5) and x > X we have 
< iMexp[-2(x -X) K(A)] < fE 
for all sufficiently large x. Thus the second part of the integral in (6.3) tends 
to zero as x tends to infinity. 
Taking the results in the previous two paragraphs we have, from (6.3), 
lim Y(x, A) = 1 + g(A) # 0, (f-5.6) X-CC 
since 1 g(A)\ <j from the explicit form (6.4) of g, i.e., 
W,A)=(l +g@)N1+41)\ (x-r 00) (6.7) 
holds for each A E U,. 
Unlike the case of @, considered at the beginning of this section, we 
cannot hope to prove that the error term in (6.7) is uniformly small for all 
AEC,. 
The reason for this is that the argument in the previous paragraph breaks 
down if im ,A = 0, i.e., if 1 E [a, a~), for then K(L) = 0 and it is not clear what 
happens to the second part of the integral term in (6.3). However, we can 
obtain a uniform result if we take an unbounded subset of C, which excludes 
a suitably chosen neighbourhood of the real interval IS, co). The aim here is 
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to choose a subset D, of C, such that there is a positive number r for which 
im(L - q(t))‘? > r > 0 (t E [b, co); ri E D,). 
We define D, as follows: let 1 = ,u + iv = peiw, where 0 < w < 2n, 
D,(d) = (A E C:,u < -d/(2)“*}. 
D?(d) = (1 E C:,u > -6/(2)‘,* andp>6 (fn<r~ <$rr) 
andp>#[sin’cp]--’ (O<u,<$z)}, 
D3(6) = (mirror image of D,(6) in the real axis of the complex 1 plane}. 
We note that D,(S) c C, for r = 1,2.3 and now define 
D, = D,(S) U D,(d) U D,(6) c C,. 
A calculation shows that if (a + ip)“’ =A + iB then, with the deter- 
mination of (.)I” in (2.4), 
B = (+((a’ + p’)‘!’ - a}‘;* > 0. 
From this result, and recalling from (2.3) that lq(r)l < fh(l E [b, co)), we 
obtain on 16, 00) x D,(S) 
(p - q(t))2 2 (j(2’Q - 1) a}*, -(p -q(f)) 2 $(2”2 - 1) 6, 
i.e., im(L - q(t))“* > ((2’.‘* - 1) a}“* = 5t (say) > 0. 
To obtain a similar result for D,(d) we note that 
(,2+p*)‘/*-.=p*((,*+p?)‘/2+(1}-’ 
and from this a calculation shows that 
{im(&q(t)“*~*=fpsinZrp~ [l +cosa,]-’ (I +0@-‘)I 
> l/2’/? .6(1 +o@-‘)] 0-a)) 
uniformly in the O-term for all t E [6, a~) and all 2 E D,(6). Since 
im(L - q(r))“’ > 0 on [b, co) x D,(S) it now follows from continuity 
arguments that there is a positive number r2 such that 
im(J - q(t))“* > 5 > 0 A 2 (t E [b, co); 1 E D,(S)). 
Similarly there is a positive number r3 giving the corresponding result for 
4(4. 
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If now r = min( r,, r2, r3} then 
im(k - q(t))“* > t > 0 
which implies 
(t E [b, co); 1 E D,), 
im ( (A-q)‘!2>(x--)r (b<r<xc co:kED,). (6.7a) 
From this result it may be seen that the analysis leading to (6.7) may be 
extended to prove that (6.7) holds uniformly in the unbounded set D, of the 
complex 1 plane. 
We note that in the complement (Da)' of D, in the complex 2 plane, 
19 = im A is unbounded above and below. This is essential in the proof of 
(6.7a) since though im(A -q(t))“* > 0 for all I, E (I, we also have, from a 
calculation. 
lim im@ + iv - q(t))ll* = 0 
II ‘Ix 
for each fixed v > 0. In other words it is not possible to prove (6.7a) in a 
region obtained by removing an open set of the form {A E C: 0 <p < co. 
lr < S} from C,. 
We note also that by choosing 6 small enough we include in D, any 
particular point of C except points on the real, positive axis. In fact D, is set 
theoretic, monotonic increasing as 6 decreases and 
lim D, = C- [0, co). 6-O+ 
If we now define the solution vls of M[ ~1 = Ly on [b, CO) by 
cp,(s.A)= ((~-q(?s))‘.~J-‘rb(-Y,~) (x E [b, m); A E C,) (6.8) 
then, as before, (note 1 1 + g(A)/ > 4 (A E U,)) 
pa(x, A) = A-li4(1 + g(L)) exp[-X6(x, A)11  + o(l)/ (x-, a), (6.9) 
which holds for each A E U, and with a uniformly small error term for all 
AED,. 
We note from (6.9) and (4.11) that 
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7. 
It is clear that, for all 1 E U,, v/~(., A) and ~&(a, A) may be continued as 
solutions of M[ J] = ,IJ~ on [0, co) and that rp,(x, .) are regular on U, for 
each x E [0, co). 
From the asymptotic expansions (5.4) and (6.9) it is also clear that 
wa( ., A) and ps(., A) are linearly independent on [0, co) for all 1 E CJa. 
We may also obtain asymptotic expansions for the derivatives of v/S and 
pa. These follow if we differentiate (5.2) and (6.8) and then obtain the 
asymptotic form of r,$ and rb on differentiating the integral equations (3.7) 
and (6.1); the analysis of Sections 5 and 6 above is then applied again to 
these two new integral equations. To obtain the final asymptotic form of the 
derivatives I& and & we note that from the condition (3.5) on q 
lim q’(x) = 0; 
x-cc (7.1) 
for q” E L(0, 00) and so the limit in (7.1) must exist and be finite, and 
indeed is zero since q’ E L*(O, 00). 
The tinal result for the derivatives is 
I&(X, A) = iA’l4 exp[i&(x, A)]( 1 + o(l)} 
f&(x, A) = -iA’14( 1 + g(A)) exp[-i&(x, A)] ( 1 + o(l)} 
The first of these results is valid for all A E C, and the o(l) term is uniformly 
small for all A E C,. The second result is valid for all A E lJ, and uniformly 
for all 1 E D,. 
From these results we note that the Wronskian 
Ww6Mx) = (vaulb - wbv&) - -WI + g(A)) (x-+ a) (7.2) 
for all 1 E U,. Since the Wronskian is independent of x the right-hand side 
of (7.2) gives its value on U,. 
8. 
We bring together the results which must be satisfied by the coefftcient q 
for the asymptotic expansions in Section 4, 5, and 6 to hold. 
Let q satisfy 
(1) q is real valued and has a continuous second derivative on (0, ~00); 
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(2) for some index p in the range 1 <p < 00 
q6GL’(O,co) (1 <r<p) but qEL’(O,oo) (p<r<oo); 
(3) lim,+, q(x) = 0; 
(4) {q’i2 E L(0, al), q” E L(0, co). 
9. 
The asymptotic expansion of the solution rp,, considered in Section 6, 
breaks down when A is real and positive, i.e., when A E [6, co). On the other 
hand the expansion for IJI* remains valid. 
To obtain the expansion of a second and independent solution when 
A E [6, co), we return to the integral equation (3.7) with a change of sign in 
the first term on the right, i.e., 
x&, 1) = exp[-i&(x, A)] 
+ 
I 
Ot sin(t,(t, A) - &(x9 A)} R(t, A)x&, A) dt. 
x 
For A E [6, co) the exponential term on the right is bounded and we may 
solve the integral equation by the method in Section 3. This leads to a 
solution 8, of (1.1) given by 
e,(x, 4 = ((A- q(xw--1x6(~, 4 on la, w)X 14 00) 
with an asymptotic form (the error term is uniformly small on [a, co)) 
e&(x, n) = A-“4 exp[-i&(x, A)]( 1 + o( 1)) (x --) co). (9.1) 
This solution es is linearly independent of ws, 
We note that when A E [a, co) all solutions of (1.1) are bounded on 
[0, co). This follows from the asymptotic expansions (5.4) and (9.1) and 
from (4.6), the latter indicating that exp[fi<,] is bounded when A E 16, co). 
10. 
These asymptotic expansions confirm results already known concerning 
the spectrum of boundary value problems in L’(O, co) associated with the 
differential equation (1.1) when the coefficient q satisfies the conditions given 
in Section 8 above. These are that any self-adjoint differential operator in 
L*(O, co), generated by (l.l), will have a discrete spectrum in (-co, 0), with 
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a possible limit-point at 0, and a pure continuous spectrum in (0, co). For 
further details see the results in the book by Naimark [9, Sects. 24.1 and 
24.2 1. 
II. 
We may extend the asymptotic expansions obtained in previous sections to 
solutions of the following perturbed form of the eq. (1.1) 
-Y" + QY=AY on 10, co) 
(11.1) 
where the coefficient Q has the form 
Q(x) = q(x) + r(x) (x E IO, al)). (11.2) 
Here 9 is to satisfy the conditions of section 8, and r to be real valued and 
Lebesgue measurable on (0, co) and 
r E L(0, co). (11.3) 
The asymptotic nature of solution of (11.1) may be obtained from the 
behaviour of solutions of ( 1.1) by a standard application of the theory of 
integral equations. Let A E Or, and take the solutions va and va of (1.1) 
discussed in previous sections. Consider the integral equation on 
l4&, =J) x UA 
where W(A) is the Wronskian of v/a and va (see (7.2)). A formal calculation 
shows that Y& is a solution of (11.1). 
A rigorous solution of (11.4) may be obtained by the method used in 
Section 3; it is in this application that the asymptotic nature of ws and pa is 
required. We omit details but it may be shown, given 6 E (0, 1), that Ya((x, . ) 
is regular on U, for each x E [a, co) and 
Y&9 1) = w& A){ 1 + 4 1) 1 (x+ co) (11.5) 
for all 1 E U, and uniformly for all 1 ED, (for the definition of D, see 
Section 6 above). 
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Similarly there is a solution rD6 of (11.1) which satisfies 
@&, 1) = rp&, A){ 1 + O(l)1 (x-, 03) (11.6) 
for all A E U, and uniformly on D,. 
Asymptotic expansions for L E [S, co) may be obtained from (11.4) with 
vs replaced by the solution 13~ considered in Section 9. Again all solutions of 
( 11.1) are bounded on 10, co) when k is real and positive. 
The asymptotic nature of the derivatives u/l, and 0; may also be deter- 
mined by differentiating (11.4) and applying the same method. The result is 
that ( I 1.5 and 11.6) hold also when both sides are differentiated. 
12. 
We consider two examples in this section to illustrate the results of the 
previous sections. These are drawn from 161. 
The first example is of the form (1 I. 1) and is given by (A is a real, non- 
zero number) 
q(x) = A 5 
(x + 1 )2;3 ’
r(x) = - 
36(x + 1)2 
(XE [O, co)). (12.1) 
Solutions of (11.1) in this case are given in (6, Sect. 71 and involve the 
generalised Airy function Ei,. It is shown in [6, Sect. 91, from a direct 
analysis of these solutions, that (11.1) in this case has a pair of linearly 
independent solutions Y, and Y, which have the following asymptotic form 
for all II E U,: 
Y,(.u,l)=exp[i,u(d)“‘]exp[-iiA(.u+ l)‘~“~P’~‘l(l +O(SC’,~)), 
Y2(x, A) = exp[Gx(A)“‘I exp[jiA(x + 1)‘j3 ~k’;‘]( 1 + O(.u-‘j3)}, 
(12.2) 
as x + co. From the general asymptotic formulae of earlier sections, since in 
this case N = 1, we see that Y, is a multiple of ws and YZ of vs. In this 
example Q @ L(0, co) but Q E L’(O, co) and it is of interest to note that in 
the asymptotic expansions we have the additional factors 
exp[ 5 $iA(x + 1)i13 L-“z] in comparison with the case when N = 0, i.e.. when 
Q E L(0, a); for the latter see [9, Sect. 22.2, Theorem 81 or [ 11, Sect. 5.71. 




(x + I)“2 ’ 
r(x) = 
16(x + 1)’ 
(x E [0, co)). (12.3) 
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We note in this case that q @ L(0, m), q 6Z L’(O, cm) but q E L3(0, co), i.e., 
N = 2 for this example. Solutions of (11.1) in this case are given in [6, Sect. 
81 and involve definite integrals with Kummer’s function in the integrand. It 
is shown in [6, Sect. lo], from a direct analysis of these solutions, that 
(11.1) in this case has a pair of linearly indpendent solutions Y, and Y, 
which have the following asymptotic form for all ,I E U, 
Y,(x, A) = exp[ixll”2] exp[iA(x + 1)‘~~~-‘~2] 
X exp[$iA’ log(x + 1). P31z]( 1 + O(X-‘;~)} 
Y2(x, A) = exp(-ix~“2] exp[-iA(x + 1)‘12 ,-“2] 
(12.4) 
X exp[- $A2 log(x + 1) . k312]{ 1 + 0(x-“‘)} 
as x+ co. Again from the general asymptotic formulae of earlier sections, 
since in this case N = 2, we see that Y, is a multiple of vs and Y, of qua. This 
example provides a special case of the terms in (4.9), i.e., when a logarithmic 
factor appears. 
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